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## II. EVALUATION OF INDIVIDUAL CRITERIA

### Assignment

**How demanding was the assigned project?**
The assignment of the thesis is rather challenging due to following reasons:
- It is a follow-up work of an existing project, so it requires learning it in detail.
- The project involves software implementation and the development of novel physical hardware.
- The project involves a specific user audience (individuals with vision impairments) that is hard to approach and imposes higher demand on all parts of the development cycle.

### Fulfilment of assignment

**How well does the thesis fulfil the assigned task? Have the primary goals been achieved? Which assigned tasks have been incompletely covered, and which parts of the thesis are overextended? Justify your answer.**
The student fulfilled the assignment of the thesis to the full extent. Minor shortcomings could be seen in the scope of own user research into the target user audience and a relatively low number of academic research papers covered by the analysis. On the other hand, the work involves several physical prototypes and software iterations.

### Activity and independence when creating final thesis

**B - very good.**
Assess whether the student had a positive approach, whether the time limits were met, whether the conception was regularly consulted and whether the student was well prepared for the consultations. Assess the student's ability to work independently.
The student devoted extensive effort to his master's thesis project. He attended meeting with me and another team member regularly. Also, he was able to organize and conduct evaluation sessions with representatives of the target user audience almost independently.

### Technical level

**A - excellent.**
Is the thesis technically sound? How well did the student employ expertise in his/her field of study? Does the student explain clearly what he/she has done?
The reviewed thesis is well structured, so it is easy to comprehend the details of the project. The project required expertise in more fields of study areas. The student showed analytical skills as well as ingenuity in the design. Furthermore, the evaluation required particular effort as it required rather long sessions involving representatives of a specific target user audience.

### Formal level and language level, scope of thesis

**A - excellent.**
The thesis is written in English, and it is well organized. The extent fulfills the standards for a Master's thesis.
III. OVERALL EVALUATION, QUESTIONS FOR THE PRESENTATION AND DEFENSE OF THE THESIS, SUGGESTED GRADE

The reviewed thesis proves that the student is capable of independent work on complex assignments. Bc. Kryštof Woldfich contributed to our initiative to support individuals with vision impairments through multimodal interactivity. I have only minor comments on the thesis, mostly related to the extent of user research and coverage of the analysis.

Question: How complex would it be to extend the size of the physical prototype, e.g., to represent more Braille letters?

The grade that I award for the thesis is B - very good.